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Abstract. Web tables understanding has recently attracted a number
of studies. However, many works focus on the tables in English, because
they usually need the help of knowledge bases, while the existing knowl-
edge bases such as DBpedia, YAGO, Freebase and Probase mainly con-
tain knowledge in English.

In this paper, we focus on the RDF triples extraction from tables
in Chinese encyclopedias. Firstly, we constructed a Chinese knowledge
base through taxonomy mining and class attribute mining. Then, with
the help of our knowledge base, we extracted triples from tables through
column scoring, table classification and RDF extraction. In our exper-
iments, we practically implemented our approach in 6,618,544 articles
from Hudong Baike with 764,292 tables, and extracted about 1,053,407
unique and new RDF triples with an estimated accuracy of 90.2%, which
outperforms other similar works.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, large-scale knowledge bases (KBs) are playing an increasing role in
many intelligent applications. These knowledge bases contain millions of facts,
such as information about people, locations, organizations, which are represented
as RDF triples (subject-predicate-object triples).

Most of the knowledge bases are primarily builded by integrating the existing
structured knowledge (e.g. Wikipedia’s infoboxes for DBPedia [3]), or extracting
knowledge from unstructured text such as NELL [5]. However, unstructured text
can be very noisy, and the existing structured knowledge is quite limited. Web
tables are content-rich, and relatively easier for knowledge extraction than the
unstructured text. Therefore, many approaches have been tried to populate KBs
by using Web tables.

The main challenge for RDF mining from Chinese tables is that the existing
knowledge bases such as DBPedia, YAGO [18] and Freebase [4] contain very lim-
ited knowledge in Chinese, which makes the understanding of Chinese text very
difficult. Fortunately, there are two large-scale collaboratively Chinese encyclo-
pedias named Baidu Baike1 and Hudong Baike2, and they claimed they contain
1 http://www.baike.baidu.com
2 http://www.baike.com
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more than 11.2 and 12.2 million articles respectively3. Therefore, in this paper,
we will build a Chinese knowledge base from these encyclopedias, and then mine
RDF from tables in encyclopedias for knowledge population.

Our paper has the following differences against other works. Firstly, we have
to construct a Chinese knowledge base from scratch to help RDF mining. In
addition to the subclass-of, instance-of and class-attribute relations, the proba-
bilities for these relations should also be provided. Secondly, we directly classify
tables into Genuine Table with Header and Genuine Table without Header, and
detect object columns besides subject column in tables, which can improve the
performance of the table understanding. This is because the attributes of an
entity extracted from infobox could be incomplete or even missing, and informa-
tion about different entities could be mixed in one table. For example, Figure 2a
mixes the information about persons and organizations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the overview
of our work. Then, we describe the Chinese knowledge base construction in
Section 3, and the table understanding in Section 4. Experiments, related work
and conclusions appear in Section 5, 6 and 7.

2 Approach Overview

The procedure of our work contains three major components: table extraction,
table classification and RDF extraction, as shown in Figure 1. In order to help
the RDF mining, we construct a Chinese knowledge base from the encyclopedias,
which includes Taxonomy Mining and Class Attribute Mining.

Encyclopedas

Table 
Extraction

Class Attribute 
Mining

Taxnomy 
Mining

Chinese Knowledge Base Construction

Table 
Classification RDF Extraction

Fig. 1. The architecture of RDF mining from Chinese encyclopedias

Table Extraction. We mainly focus on the wikitables in encyclopedias as in
[14]. At first, we locate the tables by looking for table-related HTML tags (e.g.
table, tr and td), and then parse the table into a matrix by using the normaliza-
tion technologies in [14]. In addition, many wikitables in encyclopedias always
put table’s abstract in the top row, which has only one column, so we delete this
row in the tables.

3 At Jan 10, 2015.
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Table Classification. Although well-formed tables have been obtained, there
are still several categories in the tables, which will lead to different subsequent
operations. The categories include Genuine Table with Header, Genuine Table
without Header and Non-genuine Table (entities in the same class are distributed
in different columns), are shown in Figure 2. The aim of table classification is to
classify the tables into categories, with the help of the Chinese knowledge base.

(a) Genuine Table with Header

(b) Genuine Table without Header (c) Non-genuine Table

Fig. 2. Three categories of tables

RDF Extraction. When Genuine Tables are obtained, we extract RDF triples
from these tables. The header could be used as the predicate in triples for Gen-
uine Table with Header. For tables without header, we estimate the predicate
with the help of our KB.

Class Attribute Mining and Taxonomy Mining are two components for
building the Chinese knowledge base from encyclopedias. In Class Attribute
Mining, we mine the proper attributes for each class in the knowledge base,
and provide the probabilities of p(attribute|class) and p(class|attribute). Tax-
onomy Mining mines the probability of p(class|entity) from encyclopedias.

We crawled 6,618,544 unique articles from Hudong Baike, where each article
represents an entity, and it may include infobox, catalog, tags and innerlinks,
which can be used to build the Chinese knowledge base. Finally, we extracted
4,897,722 tocs (table of content), 728,039 infobox s and 764,292 wikitables, where
the wikitables are our focus in this paper for RDF mining.

3 Chinese Knowledge Base from Scratch

In this section, we mainly focus on the Chinese knowledge base construction
from scratch, including taxonomy mining and class attribute mining.
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3.1 Taxonomy Mining

Hudong Baike provides a category system for article navigation, but it does
not form a real subsumption hierarchy, which includes isa and notisa relations
between categories. Therefore, we have to distinguish isa and notisa relations,
and use isa relation to form subclass-of relations. We treat this problem as a
binary classification problem: given two categories ci and cj , we train a classifier
to predicate whether ci and cj have the isa relation, where linguistic features
and structural features [23] are used for the classifier.

Similarly, instance-of relation induction problem is also treated as a binary
classification problem: given an article a and its category c, we train a classifier
to predicate whether a is an instance of c. Here, we also use linguistic features
and structural features as in [23] for the classifier.

In practice, we trained SVM classifiers and used precision, recall, and F1
to evaluate the performance of subclass-of and instance-of relations based on
a manually labeled data set including randomly selected 1000 pairs of cate-
gories, and 1000 pairs of article and its category. We got precision=87.27%,
recall=86.75%, F1=87.01% for subclass-of relation, and precision=80.33%,
recall=67.58%, F1=73.41% for instance-of relation.

Finally, the induced taxonomy could be represented as T =
{E,C,Ri, Rc, Pi, Pc}, where E and C is the set of entities and classes. When
ri(e, c) ∈ Ri ⊂ E × C, it means entity e and class c has instance-of relation.
Similarly, rc(ci, cj) ∈ Rc ⊂ C × C indicates ci is a subclass of cj . In addition,
we also consider the probability output of classifiers as the probability of rela-
tions. pi(e, c) ∈ Pi is the probability of instance-of relation for e and c, and
pc(ci, cj) ∈ Pc is the probability of subclass-of relation for ci and cj .

If entity e can reach a class c along with instance-of and subclass-of rela-
tions, there is a path path(e, c) = 〈e, c1, c2, ..., ck〉, where ck = c, ri(e, c1) ∈ Ri,
and rc(ci, ci+1) ∈ Rc. Then, for each entity e ∈ E, we can get its classes
C(e) = {c|∃path(e, c), c ∈ C}. For each class c, we can get its entities E(c) =
{e|∃path(e, c), e ∈ E}.

Entity e and its classes C(e) can form an graph G = (VG, EG) as shown in
Figure 3, where VG = {e, c ∈ C(e)} and EG = {ri(e, c ∈ C(e)) ∈ Ri, rc(ci ∈
C(e), cj ∈ C(e)) ∈ Rc}.

e ci ci+1 ck

c'i c'i+1

c''i c''i+1

pi(e,ci) pc(ci,ci+1) pc(ci+1,ck)

Fig. 3. Graph for an entity
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In this graph, we use RWR (random walk with restart)[19] to calculate the
relevance score p(e, c ∈ C(e)) for each pair of (e, c ∈ C(e)). Formally, the
walker starts from the node e, and then follows an edge to another node at
each step. Additionally, at every step, the walker would return to the node
e with a non-zero probability c. Let ve be a vector of zeros with the ele-
ment corresponding to node e set to 1 (ve(e) = 1), and then the steady state
probability vector ue = (ue(e), ue(c1), ue(c2), ..., ue(cN )) could be estimated by
matrix multiplication. Let A be the adjacency matrix of the graph G, where
A(e, c ∈ C(e)) = pi(e, c) or A(ci ∈ C(e), cj ∈ C(e)) = pc(ci, cj), then u could be
calculated by ue = (1− c)Aue + ve. Finally, p′(e, c ∈ C(e)) = ue(c).

We randomly selected 85 entities with its corresponding ranked class list, and
asked students to evaluate them. The precision of top K is shown in Figure 4,
which shows the RWR can find proper classes for entities.

3.2 Class Attribute Mining

After taxonomy mining, we could use infobox to mine the attributes for each
class with the help of the taxonomy.

Let Eb be the set of entities whose corresponding articles have infobox, and
then the attribute set of each entity e ∈ Eb would be represented as A(e), which
are extracted from its infobox. Then, given a class c, we can obtain its attribute
set A(c) = ∪e∈E(c)A(e). Meanwhile, we can also obtain the class set C ′(a) =
{c|∃e ∈ E, a ∈ A(e), c ∈ C(e)} for attribute a. The co-occurrent frequency of
attribute a and class c can be calculated by f(a, c) = |{e|a ∈ A(e) ∩ e ∈ E(c)}|,
and the occurrence of class c and attribute a are fcls(c) = |{e|e ∈ E(c)}| and
fattr(a) = |{e|a ∈ A(e), e ∈ E}| respectively. However, even attribute a and
class c occur frequently, they may not be the right attribute for class or right
class for attribute. Figure 5 ranks the attribute set A(Movie) and the class set
C ′(Release time) respectively according to the occurrence frequency.

(a) The attribute rank list
for the class Movie

(b) The class rank list for
the attribute Release time

Fig. 5. Attribute and class rank list according to the frequency

But we find that although Art and Entertainment are ranked in the front,
they are not the proper classes for attribute Release time. So, we should filter
some improper classes for a given attribute.
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Here, we train a classifier to filter them, and the features for attribute-class
pair (a, c) are list as follows.

1. |C′(a)|.
2. R(C′(a), c).The rank of c in C′(a) ordered by f(a, c).

3. (2)/(1).

4. f(a, c)/f(c).

5. 1
|C(a)|

∑
c′∈C′(a)

f(a,c′)
fcls(c′) .

6. (4)/(5)

7. |A(c)|.
8. R(A(c), a). The rank of a in A(c) ordered by f(a, c).

9. (8)/(7)

10. 1
|A(c)|

∑
a′∈A(c)

f(a′,c)
fattr(a′) .

In order to train classifiers, we randomly select 408 attribute-class pairs
from (a, c ∈ C(a)) or (a ∈ A(c), c), and the pair (a, c) must satisfy |C(a)| ≥
10, |A(c)| ≥ 10. Then, students are asked to label the pairs to form training data
and testing data. Four classifiers in Weka: Naive Bayes, Decision Tree J48, Logis-
tic Classifier, and Random Forest are trained, and the test results are shown in
Table 1.

Table 1. The performance of (a, c) classification with different classifiers

Method Prec Rec F1 Method Prec Rec F1

Naive Bayes 0.828 0.811 0.819 Decision Tree J48 0.805 0.805 0.805

Logistic Classifier 0.811 0.811 0.811 Random Forest 0.812 0.811 0.811

We use Naive Bayes as our classifier to clean the C(a) and A(c), and then
score p′′(a, c ∈ C(a)) = f(a, c)/fattr(a).

4 Table Classification and Understanding

In this section, we extract RDF from Genuine Tables with the following steps:
Column Scoring, Table Classification, and RDF Extraction.

4.1 Column Scoring

Wikitable is parsed into a matrix T (m,n) with m rows and n columns in
Section 2, so we can combine the information of row and column to compute the
score for each column. Here, we don’t detect the header at first as other related
works, while compute the row score for first row directly, and then use the score
with other features to classify tables, which will be described in Section 4.2.

For the ith column, we firstly obtain its candidate class set Ci = ∪1≤j �=i≤n

C′(T (1, j)). Then, the row score for ith column and class c ∈ Ci can be calculated
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by srow(i, c) =
∑

1≤j �=i≤n p′′(T (1, j), c). The column score for ith column and class
c ∈ Ci can be calculated by scol(i, c) =

∑
1≤j≤m p′(T (j, i), c). Finally, the overall

score for ith column is calculated by score(i) = maxc∈Ci
srow(i, c) · scol(i, c).

Obviously, the column with larger score is more likely to be the subject column.
Therefore, subject column can be determined by subcol = arg maxi score(i), and
the corresponding class is subcls = arg maxc∈Csubcol

[srow(subcol, c)·scol(subcol, c)].
The object columns are much related to the header column, so they can be filtered
by comparing p′′(T (1, j), subcls) with a threshold λ. That is, the columns with
p′′(T (1, j), subcls) ≥ λ, 1 ≤ j �= subcls ≤ n can be considered as object columns,
which are denoted as objscol.

4.2 Table Classification

Subject column and object columns could be detected in wikitables in Section 4.1,
but it may be not correct for some tables, especially for Non-genuine Tables.
So in this section, we directly classify wikitables into three categories Genuine
Table with Header, Genuine Table without Header and Non-genuine Table by
combining the column scores and other features.

We classify features into five groups: statistics features (S), cell features (C),
layout features (L), predicate features (P) and score features (Sc).

Statistics Features

– Average number of cells in rows acr. The number of cells in every rows is counted
before table normalization.

– Average number of cells in columns acc. The number of cells in every columns is
counted before table normalization.

– ratio of acr/acc.

– Deviation of the number of cells in rows, and the deviation of the number of cells
in columns.

– Average cell length, and deviation of cell length.

– Within-row length consistency, and Within-column length consistency [22].

Cell Features

– number of cells containing HTML tags (th, img, b, a respectively).

– Percentage of numeric cells.

– Percentage of alphabetical cells, date cells, string cells and empty cells.

– Within-row type consistency and within-column type consistency [22].

Layout Features

– row number of first row in un-normalized table.

– Ratio of cells containing HTML tag th in the first row to the all cells containing
HTML tag th.

– Ratio of cells containing HTML tag b in the first row to the all cells containing
HTML tag b.
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– the number of columns with different cell type in the first row with other cells in
the same column.

Predicate Features

– Weighted average position of predicate in row wapr. if T (i, j) ∈ ∪e∈EA(e), we call
T (i, j) is a predicate, which will form a set S = {T (i, j)|T (i, j) ∈ ∪e∈EA(e)}. Then
wapr = 1

|S| ·
∑

T (i,j)∈S i · fattr(T (i, j))

– Weighted average position of predicate in column wapc. wapc = 1
|S| ·
∑

T (i,j)∈S j ·
fattr(T (i, j)).

– Weighted deviation position of predicate in row, i.e. the deviation of i·fattr(T (i, j))
for all T (i, j) ∈ S

– Weighted deviation position of predicate in column, i.e. the deviation of j ·
fattr(T (i, j)) for all T (i, j) ∈ S

Score Features

– maximal and average row score for the first row, i.e. max1≤i≤n(maxc∈Ci srow(i, c)),
1
n

∑n
i=1 maxc∈Ci srow(i, c).

– maximal and average column score for columns, i.e. max1≤i≤n(maxc∈Ci scol(i, c)),
1
n

∑n
i=1 maxc∈Ci scol(i, c).

– maximal and average overall score for columns, i.e. max1≤i≤n score(i),
1
n

∑n
i=1 score(i).

– position of the subject column ps, i.e. arg max1≤i≤n score(i).

– position of the column with largest column score plc, i.e.
arg max1≤i≤n(maxc∈Ci scol(i, c)).

– position of the object column with smallest column score psc, i.e.
arg mini∈objscol(maxc∈Ci scol(i, c)).

– |ps − plc|
– ps − psc

With all these features, we train classifiers to classify wikitables into three
categories Genuine Table with Header, Genuine Table without Header and Non-
genuine Table.

4.3 RDF Extraction

In this section, we extract RDF from two type of tables Genuine Table with
Header and Genuine Table without Header.

For Genuine Table with Header, table headers could be used as predicates
in RDF triples. So with the detected subject column subcol and object columns
objscol, we can easily extract RDF from tables: {〈sik, pj , oij〉|1 ≤ i ≤ m, k =
subcol, j ∈ objscol, pj = header of the jth column}.

For Genuine Table without Header, we mine the predicate between subject
column and object columns for RDF triples. Given subject column and object
columns, we extract all pairs on the same row i: {(eij , eik)|j = subcol, k ∈
objscol, 1 ≤ i ≤ m}. Since infobox in articles have been parsed into triples
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in knowledge base, we can query the relation for each pair in the knowledge
base. Obviously, some pairs would not be found in the knowledge base for the
knowledge base is incomplete. But we can still select the proper predicate for
subject column and each object column by major voting. Then, the triples could
be extracted from the tables.

5 Experiments

We crawled 6,618,544 unique articles from Hudong Baike at Jan 10, 2015, and
then extracted about 764,292 distinct wikitables from the articles according to
the HTML tags. After ill-formed and small table (< 2 × 2) filtering, we finally
obtain 757,282 tables for our RDF extraction.

5.1 Column Scoring Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of column scoring, we randomly selected 76
tables, and labeled 76 subject columns (denoted as Ls), and 156 object columns
(denoted by Lo). Our approach labeled the subject column and object columns
in each tables by column’s overall score, which are denoted by Ms and Mo

respectively. Then, the precision, recall, and the F measure for subject column
could be calculated by precision = |Ls∩Ms|

|Ms| = 94.44%, recall = |Ls∩Ms|
|Ls| =

94.44%, and F1 = 2·precision·recall
precison+recall = 94.44%. Similarly, the precision, recall, and

the F measure for object column is precision = 93.3%, recall = 71.8%, and
F1 = 81.2%. The recall for object column is relatively low, since many object
column headers occur very infrequently as attributes of entities. But we still can
extract sufficient triples from the tables.

We also compared the performance for subject column detection by using
overall score, row score and column score, the results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The performance of subject col-
umn detection by using different scoring
method

Method Prec Rec F1

row score 88.41% 84.72% 86.51%

column score 88.73% 87.50% 88.11%

overall score 94.44% 94.44% 94.44%

Table 3. The F1 of table classification
with different classifiers

S S+C S+C+L S+C+L+P ALL

NB 0.612 0.590 0.606 0.603 0.704

J48 0.702 0.713 0.720 0.737 0.790

LC 0.691 0.699 0.740 0.707 0.736

RF 0.702 0.762 0.756 0.786 0.825

Obviously, the overall score which combines row score and column score
reaches the best performance. Column score can obtain a better performance
than row score. This is because in Hudong Baike, only 11% articles have infobox,
which makes the attribute quite sparse.
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5.2 Table Classification Evaluation

In order to evaluate table classification, we randomly selected 60 entities in 12
different fields (e.g. Nature, Culture, Art, Economy, Science, etc.), and extracted
229 wikitables from the corresponding articles. In these tables, we found 86 of
them are Non-genuine Tables, 93 of them are Genuine Tables, including 50
Genuine Table with Header. All these tables are used as training data, and then
we also randomly picked up 300 tables in random fields as the test data, where
each category has about 1/3 tables.

We trained four classifiers, including Naive Bayes(NB), Decision Tree
J48 (J48), Logistic Classifier(LC), Random Forest(RF), with different feature
composition, and the results are shown in Table 3.

From the table, we can find that (1) all features are useful for table classifica-
tion, since the classifiers can reach the best in F-measure when using all features.
(2) Random Forest performs the best, so it is selected as our table classifier.

Finally, we classified all the 757,282 tables, and obtained 441,500 Genuine
Tables and 315,782 Non-genuine Tables. The Genuine Tables consist of 71,981
Genuine Table with Header and 369,519 Genuine Table without Header.

5.3 RDF Extraction Evaluation

When Genuine Tables are obtained, RDF triples could be extracted from them.
However, there are no similar works in extracting RDF triples from tables in
Chinese encyclopedias. We compared our approach to the following methods
with some modification to fit the Chinese text.

– Table Classification. [22] mainly classifies tables into Genuine Table and
Non-genuine Table, which didn’t distinguish the tables with or without
header row. So we firstly classify the tables into these two categories as
in [22], and then used header detector in [21] to locate headers in tables.
However, [21] used Probase [25] for table understanding, which has little
knowledge in Chinese. So we replace the Probase with our knowledge base.
We denote this method as tcc, and our table classification as tcf .

– RDF Mining. [14] used DBPedia to mine RDF from Wikipedia’ tables
directly, and it didn’t need to detect subject column and object columns in
advance. However, DBPedia also has limited knowledge in Chinese, so it is
not suitable for RDF mining from tables in Chinese encyclopedias. We tried
to mine the predicate between two cells from different columns by using our
knowledge base, and then extracted same features as in [14] for classifiers to
predict whether the triples are correct or incorrect. We denote this method as
tmc, and our RDF mining with subject column and object column detection
as tmf .

In addition, we also built a raw knowledge base for comparison from the cat-
egory system and infobox without any incorrect relation removal as in Section 3.
This knowledge base is denoted by kbc, and our knowledge base with refine-
ment is denote by kbf . Therefore, we can have different combinations for these
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methods. In Table 4, we show the total number of RDF triples extracted from
tables (denoted as tNo. in the table) and the number of new triples (denoted as
nNo.) which don’t appear in the infobox s with different methods. That is to say,
theses new triples could be used to populate the knowledge base. In addition, we
randomly selected 500 triples from the extracted triples for human evaluation,
and calculated the accuracy of triples for each method.

Table 4. The performance of different combination of methods, where tcc, tmc and kbc

are the table classification, triple mining and knowledge base for comparison, while tcf ,
tmf and kbf are our approaches for table classification (with ternary classification),
triple mining (with subject column and object column detection) and knowledge base
(with taxonomy and class-attribute refinement)

Method tNo. nNo. Acc Method tNo. nNo. Acc

tcc + tmf + kbc 3,907,243 1,499,608 67.8% tcc + tmc + kbf 3,395,423 1,314,791 74.3%

tcc + tmf + kbf 3,002,028 1,215,170 80.0% tcf + tmf + kbc 3,617,509 1,332,534 76.4%

tcf + tmc + kbf 3,056,287 1,140,470 81.8% tcf + tmf + kbf 2,787,027 1,053,407 90.2%

From the table, we find that although the number of triples extracted by
our approach is the smallest, our approach reaches the best performance with
the largest accuracy. Moreover, the improvement in table classification, triple
mining and knowledge base construction are all helpful to promote the final
performance.

6 Related Work

Our work is most related to knowledge base construction and web table
understanding.

6.1 Knowledge Base Construction

Several knowledge bases have been built from Web sources, such as DBpedia [3],
YAGO [18], Freebase [4], NELL [5], Probase [25], and Knowledge Vault [8].

DBpedia [3] mainly utilized the Wikipedia for automatic construction of
large knowledge bases. YAGO [18] links WordNet [17] and Wikipedia to form
a large and extendable knowledge base by using the taxonomy from WordNet
and facts from Wikipedia. Probase [25] can automatically inference an open-
domain, probabilistic taxonomy from the entire web with an iterative learning
algorithm. NELL [5] aims to build a never-ending language learner to iteratively
promote beliefs in knowledge base through a semi-supervised learning method.
Knowledge Vault [8] created a much bigger knowledge base by fusing together
multiple extraction sources with prior knowledge derived from an existing KB.

However, all these existing knowledge bases contain very limited knowledge in
Chinese, sowe have to create aChinese knowledge base from scratch.Recently, sev-
eral works about the construction of Chinese knowledge base are proposed, such as
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Zhishi.me [16] and XLore [24], but they can not be used for our problem directly.
Zhishi.me focused on the infobox information extraction and Chinese LOD con-
struction. XLore can utilize a classification-based method to correctly semantify
the wikis’category systems, but it doesn’t mine the probabilities of the relations.

6.2 Web Table Understanding

Many works have been proposed for web table understanding, including table
classification [6,9,10], table annotation [7,11,12,20,29], knowledge population
from tables [13,14,21,26,28], and more advanced applications involving web
tables, such as table search, fact search engine [27], search join [1,2] and table
summarization [15].

Our work is mainly related to table annotation and knowledge population
from tables. Table Miner [29] annotated Web tables by using an incremental,
bootstrapping learning approach seeded by automatically selected partial con-
tent from tables. [20] leveraged a database of class labels and relationships which
are automatically extracted from the Web to recover semantics of tables. [12]
annotated table cells with entities, table columns with types, and relations that
pairs of table columns simultaneously through a graphical model. InfoGather
[26] tries to promote information gathering tasks by considering both indirectly
and directly matching tables. Furthermore, InfoGather+ [28] was proposed with
a probabilistic graphical model to discover the semantic labels of columns and
semantic matches between columns over all web tables collectively.

Our work is similar to [21] and [14]. However, [21] used Probase [25] for table
understanding, which has little knowledge in Chinese, and [14] used DBPedia
to mine RDF from Wikipedia’ tables directly, without detecting subject column
and object columns.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an approach to mine RDF triples from tables in Chi-
nese encyclopedias for knowledge base population. Since there is no knowledge
base like DBpedia and Probase to help table understanding, we constructed
a Chinese knowledge base from scratch through taxonomy mining and class
attribute mining at first. Then, we extracted RDF triples from tables with the
following steps: column scoring, table classification and RDF extraction.

In future, we would like to evaluate the performance improvement with the
iteration between knowledge population and table understanding. In addition,
we would also like to introduce crowdsourcing technologies [11] to promote the
table understanding.
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